By Dick Rowoldt  
Flatt Hat Sports Writer

Even a brief appearance in the lineup against Cal before being carried off the field in a wheelchair will have to be enough for Halbrook to qualify as a true college grid star. The blonde Jay Heickman and picked up by the same culprit for the second time.

The next time that the Tribe was on the field, the Big Green was back in control, but this time they were able to hold their lead against the Indians. The Tribe finished second in the league, ending the season in second place behind the Bantam Big Green.

Injuries to the top two players, however, seriously handicapped the Tribe. Sumner completed four passes in the first half and showed no signs of the nervousness his ankle injury.

Injuries to the top two players, however, seriously handicapped the Tribe. Sumner completed four passes in the first half and showed no signs of the nervousness his ankle injury. The Tribe finished second in the league, ending the season in second place behind the Bantam Big Green.

The championship game was back in touch, however, and the Tribe finished second in the league, ending the season in second place behind the Bantam Big Green.

Iraj To Thanksgiving vaca- tion, the FLAT HAT will not appear. In the next issue of the paper the next issue of the paper will appear, it will be staff meetings tonight and next Tuesday as scheduled.

Hard Practices On Gymnasium Court

With the football season drawing to a close, the players are spending long hours in the gymnasium. The hard work is paying off, as the players are in excellent shape for the upcoming games.

Turriers: Despite the fact that the team is not quite as well-organized as the Tribe, they are working hard to improve their skills. The Turriers have a reputation of being an extremely tough team, especially on defense.

Maryland is rated as one of the top teams of the new Atlantic Coast Conference. The Turriers are expected to make a strong showing this year.

Boyd Baird

A present guest at the starting team would be John Mahoney and Chick Cornell at the 'answers', Bowie Bellader at the 'questions', Tom Stubbs and Mank Knight at the guards. This is by no means a definite lineup. Mahoney has been side- lined for the past two weeks with an ankle injury, but his presence is certainly expected.
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